
When you when you're doing a search in a library database you do have to take the time to translate 
your question into something the computer can understand. Now this is different from using tools like 
Google where you can type in a whole question like this, and it'll know what you're talking about 

that because Google has a really robust intelligence engine that can translate a sentence like this into 
something the computer can understand. For the library databases, we have to do that work ourselves 
but the good news is that it is super easy! All you have to do is look at your question or your statement. 
(some people phrase their initial idea as a question, some as a statement) and figure out what are the 
most important words.  

Looking at this topic, I'd say the most important ideas are violence, video games, and young adults. So, 
we're going to get rid of everything that's not important…So, all we're left with are the most important 
words. So, this is a pretty good search, but there is something we can do to make it even better 

What we can do is add quotation marks around the multi word phrases. What we're going to do is tell 
the computer and this is a single idea, otherwise it would look for violence, games, young, adults, 
video... each word individually, but what we really want it to look for video games as an exact phrase or 
young adults as the exact phrase. So all we have to do to tell the computer that is use these little 
quotation marks.  

There is something else we can do to make the search even better. Right now our search is looking for 
each and every one of these phrases but ONLY these phrases. The computer is not very good at knowing 
when there is a word or a phrase that means the same thing. 

What are some words that mean the same thing as young adults? Maybe teenagers or adolescents? We, 
as human beings, know that, but the computer doesn't.  So we have to tell the computer what those 
words are, to help it do a better search. If we just list it, however,... that's kind of confusing from the 
poor computer because it's going to try searching all of those phrases and words together: violence AND 
video games AND young adults AND teenagers AND adolescents... That's confusing!  

What we really want is: violence, video games, and then any of these (as long as we have one of them). 

What we can do to tell the computer that, is isolate this whole thing with parentheses and use the word 
"or" in between all the words that mean the same thing. So now we are looking for violence and video 
games and ANY of these. Either young adults OR  teenagers OR adolescents. You can do this for as many 
of the concepts as you want.   

For example, for violence. Another word that means a similar concept is aggression. So we can do 
violence or aggression in parentheses and an 'or' in between.  

You can do this with as many words as you want. Sometimes you may only have one alternate word, 
sometimes you may have half a dozen. As you need... just put the similar concept in parentheses with 
the word OR in between them. 

Then type this into any of our search databases and take a look at the hopefully awesome results. 

If this seems confusing to you, know that we have a tool called my research strategythat will put 
together an advanced search like this for you, without you having to remember where to put the 
parentheses, or the or's... it will do it for you.  


